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Abstract
Iterative one-dimensional decomposition technique fctr radial galactic proftles

in the spirit of Korruendy (1977) is presented and applied on the profiles of nearby
galaxies. Both the bulge and disk components are modelled by the Sersic (Ig6s)
formula. The free paranxeters of the model - centrql brightness, scale length and
optimal exponential nuntber N:l/n are derived by internal iterative pricedure.
The total magnitudes of the bulge and the disk components are derived by
numerical integration. The method is applied for decomposition of 22 published
profiles of nearby galaxies and.for estimation of the errors of their parimeters. A
hint of correlation ts found between the disk exponential number or the disk central
brightness, on the one hand, and the total luminosity of the disk, on the other hand-
The disks o.f the big galaxies Mittry way and M 3l show convex shape with some
depressed central brightness, while the disks of the dwarf galaxies SMC and LMC
show almost exponential shapes with peak of the central brightness. The galaxy M
33 is an intermediate case.

1. Introduction
usually, the structures of the galaxies ate investigated by

decomposition of their radial profiles into bulge and disk components. It is
deemed that there is no strong physical basis for such a procedure, but this
approach is an universal way for describing and comparison of galaxies by
means of a small number of well defined parameters. Generally, the
objective here is to represent quantitatively the Hubble sequence (de
vaucouleurs 1959a, Freeman 1970, Kormendy 1977, Bagget et a1.199g,
Simard et al. 2002, Balcells et al. 2003).
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On the base of =30 profiles of nearby galaxies, Freeman (1970)
introduced in use the exponential shape of radial disk profiles as a first
approximation, known till now as "Freeman Law".It is considered that the
exponential shape of the bright part of the disks may be understood from
theoretical point of view (Freeman 1970, Mo et al, 1998, Reshetnikov
2000). However, it is known that the disk scale lengths of exponential disks,
derived by different authors, show discrepancies by factor of two (Knapen
and van der Kruit l99l), and that the disk scale length does not correlate
with the Hubble type (van der Kruit, 2002). Moreover, the deep profiles of
galactic disks have convex shapes and Freeman Law is in fact a very rough
approximation. Generally, the truncation of the surface brightness of the
outer part of the disks may be explained by decreasing the star formingrate,
due to insufficient matter concentration orland lack of reasons for disk
instabilities (Bottema 1993, Geressen et al. 1997,Bizyaev andzasov 2a0D.

The models of truncated shapes of disk profiles were introduced by
van der Kruit and Searle (1981ab) and were applied widely by Bartetrdrees
and Dettmar (1994) by means of a special parameter - cut-off radius.
However, when the deepness of the observation increases, the cut-off radius
increases, too. For this reason, Pohlen et al. (2000) introduced a presentation
of the disk shape with two exponents - inner, corresponding to the Freeman
disk, and outer, more steep. The deep observations of 3 face-on galaxies, up
to -29 maglarcsec2 in R band of Pohlen et al. (2002) supported this "double
exponent model".

Another possibility to describe disk shapes is to use a smooth model
of the convex shape of the disk. Fig.la shows the deep profile of the edge-
on galaxy ESO 189-Gl2 and the respective edge-on view of its face-on
exponential model, reproduced from the paper of Barteldrees and Dettmar
(1994). The inconsistency between the exponential model in the periphery
of the profile is very large - > 2.5 mag or > 10 times in intensity. A
parabolic fit of the general shape of the profile is also shown in Fig.la and it
shows that the outer part of the profile is close to parabola. Fig.lb shows the
major axis profiles of the galaxies M 31 and M 33 from the papers of de
Vaucouleurs (1958, 1959a). The outer parts of these profiles are well fitted
by parabolas, too.

After visual analysis of - 150 deep major axis profiles of edge-on
galaxies, given in the papers of van der Kruit and Searle (198lab),
Karachentsev et al (1992), Barteldrees and Dettmar (1994), Pohlen et al.
(2000), we found that 80Vo of the profiles have parabola-like shapes
(Stanchev et aI.2003). In the other 20o/o of the cases, the profiles seem to be
approximately exponential, i.e. they are particular cases ofparabola.
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Fig. 1 a) Deep major axes profire of the edge-on garaxy ESo lg9-
G12 (solid line), the edge-on view of the respectirr-, ,*porr.ntial model of
the bright part of the disk-(dotted line) (Barteldress & Dettmar lgg|)and the
general shape of the profile, modelled by parabola (dashed line); b) - deep
major-axis profiles of galaxies M 31 atrd vt r: (de vaucouleurs 195gi;
1959b) (solid lines), and their general shapes, modelled by parabolas
(dashed lines).

Let us assumethat in the magnitude scale, the edge-on disk profile is
parabola. Therefore, in the intensity scale, the profile-must be Gaussian.
However, notice, if the edge-one major-axis disk profile is just Gaussian,
than the respective face-one radial disl profile -,lri b. againlust Gaussian,
and the radial disk profiles in magnitudes must be the ,Jrp""tirr. parabola'.
obviously, the Gaussian model of the radial face-on profi1e, which allows
simple presentation of the integral of the total luminority, is very attractive.
However, the nafure of galactic disks seems more complicafed and we
introduced flexible modelling of the convex disk profiles, based on the
formula of Sersic (1968) (see part 2). The possible pr"r"r"" of galactic bar
is not accounted for in this paper.

The goals of the presented work are: (i) to introduce a one-
dimensional decomposition fitting method in the spirit of Kormendy (1977),
but including derivation of optimal Sersic exponential degrees both for the
bulge and the disk, (ii) to apply this method on r.r-"rous iublished profiles
of nearby galaxies, including deriving the fundamental shape and magnitude
parameters and (iii) to give an empiric estimations for the standard errors of
the derived amplifude parameters.

2. The models and the method of decomposition
It is well known that the apparent profiles of att elliptical galaxy or

the bulge of a spiral galaxy may be described by the formula of sersic
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(1968). The formulamay be presented in two ways - in linear scale, i.e. in
intensities Ip, and in magnitude scale, i.e. in surface brightness, pp:

(1) In: Io exp(-(R/H)t) or Fn: fh+ C RN

The free parameters in (1) are the central intensity Io (ollhe central
brightness p4: -2.5 log 16), the scale length H : (1.0857/c)t^{) and the

exponential number N, which describes the curvature of the profile. These
parameters may be derived from the observations by the MLS, applying
decomposition techniques. Notice that usually, the exponential number N is
noted as 1/n, but following Lauberts and ValentUn (1989) we prefer
notation, which are simpler in interpretation of the dependences and
correlations with the participation of log N.

The Sersic formula (1) is able to present various shapes of profiles.
The case N:1/4, which is known as "7l4 Law" of de Vaucouleurs (1948),
describes the profiles of giant ellipticals. N=1/2 corresponds to the profiles
of big ellipticals or bulges of early type spirals. N=l corresponds to some
ellipticals and bulges of late type galaxies. N=2 corresponds to some dwarf
ellipticals and to some bulges of the very late type galaxies. Generally, the
shape of the bulge changes smoothly with Hubble type of the galaxy
(Andredakis et al. 1995, Graham 2001). Notice also that N:l represents
just Freeman's (1970) exponential law and N:2 represents just the Gaussian
function.

The model (1) may be completed by higher order terms and named
"second order Sersic formula" (2) and "third order Sersic formula" (3):

(2)

and

(3)

In : Io exp(-(R/H1;N-1R/H212N; or

lrn : Fo * CIRN *C2R2N

In : Io exp(-(R/Hl)"-(R/Hr)tt-(R/H3)3N) or
pR : po + CrRN f C2R2N * C3R3N .

Generalizations (2) and (3) of the Sersic formula include two or
three scale length parameters The connections between the parameters Ct
and Hp have the same form as in case (1).
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Different shapes of radial profiles of galaxies are presented in Fig.2.
The solid curves that represent differentradiar shapes oibulg.r and diks
are modelled by formula (1). The dashed curyes that represent disks with
central depression are modelled by formula (2).

x'ig. 2 Examples of models of burge or disk radial profiles. The solid
lines represent 5 shapes of radial profiles of .,normal"^ bulges or disks,
modelledbythe Sersic formula (l) forN: ? ,? .,1,2 and+,withlo: H -
1' The dashed lines represent 3 shapes of convex disk profiles witkrL central
depression, modelled by the second order Sersic formula (2), with different
parameters. The profiles are presented in arbitrary intensity (a) and
magnitude (b) scales.

The third order sersic formula (3) is very useful, too. our experience
shows that it describes very well the general radial profile of galaxy with
bulge and disk components. The value of N is usually between 0.5 and 1.
Moreover, the inflex point between the bulge and disk, where the shape of
the profile changes from concave to convex type, is usually the nitural
dividing point between the bulge and disk parts oithe profile, necessary for
the decomposition. we note that the same point, derived by means oi th"
usual 3-rd order polynomial, corresponding to (3) with N:1, lies usually
rather far from the bulge. Formula (3) may describe also various shapes of
ringJike disks. For example, if Cr:g complies with the formula of
Kormendy (1977) for disk with exponential outer part and sharp inner
truncation.

Having the estimation of the free parameters in (l), the total
intensity 11 of the object (bulge or the disk) may be derived by integration
along the polar angle and the radius:

@
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(4) Ir b/aIo2nHI exp((It/H))dn

Here b/a is the apparent axial rutio of the object. The total intensity
may be written using the gamma function f (van der Kruit and Searle
1981ab; Barteldrees and Dettmar 1994):

(5) I7: b/a 16 2n HA.{ f(lAD : b/aIs 2n H f(1A{+1).

In practice, in the general case, we apply direct numerical integration
of (a).

More details and connections between the system of parameters of
de vaucouleurs and these in the formula of sersic (l) are given f.e. in the
papers of ciotti and Bertin (1999), Graham (2001) and the references
therein.

For analysis of lD profiles, we created an iterative decomposition
procedure like that described by Kormendy (1977), which fits both the
bulge and disk profiles from formula (1). Applying formulae (2) or (3) in
some special cases is also possible. The number of main iterations of the
disk and bulge fitting is usually < 10. In each case of fitting, the optimal
exponential numbers are derived by iterative gradient method. The number
of these "inner" iterations is usually < 50. As a special case of the
procedure, the exponential numbers of the bulge and/or disk models may be
fixed in advance by the user. In the applications presented here, we discuss
only the models with optimal exponential numbers. The total computing
time for one profile with 10G-200 points, for computer of the class of
Pentium I is up to 2 seconds.

In the case of smooth profile without prominent bar the results of the
decomposition do not depend strongly on the choice of the dividing point. In
these cases, the inflex point of the 3-rd order model (3) may be used
automatically. In more complicated or "noised" cases, we execute the
procedure sometimes, searching for the dividing point that gives the
minimum RMS of the restored profile. Where needed, the decomposition
procedure may remove automatically a few "noised" points close to the
dividing point.

The results of the process in the presented work are the parameters

[ro, H and N, according to formula (1), both for the bulge and the disk, as
well as the total magnitudes of the bulge, disk and galaxy by formula (4).
The estimation of other parameters is derived, too (see Part 4). we note that
the values of N and H do not depend on the Milky Way extinction. The
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other parameters are estimated in two cases - with and without extinction
correction of the profile.

3. The profiles and their decompositions
The nearby galaxies M 31, M 33, LMC and sMC play fundamental

role in the knowledge about the Universe and the presented decomposition
technique is applied first on their profiles. Additionally, a profile of the
galaxy M 83 and a model of the Milky way are included ior comparison.

The basic parameters of the galaxies, collected from NED and
LEDA, are given on Table 1, as follows: the galaxy name, the Hubble type,
the distance modulus DM, the Milky way foreground extinction in B-band
As, the total apparent B-magnitude 81, the total colour index (B-v)r. the
apparcnt blue diameter at surface brighfiress level25 maglarcsec, drr, th"
apparent axial ratio a/b, the total B-magnitude, corrected for foreground and
internal extinction. Bo,c, the respective colour index (g-v)o,G and the
respective corrected apparent diameter d6,s.

Table 1. Basic data about the galaxies adopted from data bases NED
and LEDA

Galaxv rvp" _?Y As 81 (B-v)r d. a/b Bo,c (B-g0," do,cM31 Sb 24.43 0.46 4.36 0.92 786.2' 3.02 3.2A 
-O.ll' '- 

tsi.n,M33 Sc 2s.06 0.18 6.29 0.56 66.0' 1.66 5.73 0.47 67.6,LMC SBm 19.66 0.26 0.90 0.51 647.7, 1I7 0.51 0.43 6i6.1,
SMC SBm 18.41 0.20 2.75 0.45 37t.5, 2.21 2,21 0.36 380.2,M83 SBc 29.57 0.29 9.53 0,66 14.1, t.t0 8.17 0.58 14.8,

Because of the large apparent sizes of the galaxies M3l and M 33,
accurate ccD observations have not been made yet. For this reason, we
have used available data: (i) the equivalent (ellipiically averaged) profiles
and the photometry sections along the axes and the direction Ease-west in B
band, published by de vaucouleurs (195g, r959b), (ii) the equivalent
profiles of M 31 in the U, B, v and R6 bands of walterbos and Kennicutt
(1988), and (iii) the photometry sections along the major of M 3l and M33
axis in Gunn r-band of Kent (19s7). The data for the central part of M 33 of
de vaucouleurs (1959b) are completed by the data of rent ltlsz) in the
Gunn g-band. we have used the rough relation B = g + 0.6, derived from the
data about the center of M3r of de vaucouleurs !ess; and Kent (19s7).
The profiles of M 83 and the model of the Milky way are used from the
qaper of Freeman (1970). We account for the foreground extinction through
the relations Au:1.26 As, Ay:0.77As, ,tn:O.OZRs and Al:0.45As
(Schlegel et al., I 998).
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The graphs of the decompositions of the profiles of M 31 and M 33
into bulge and disk components are shown in Fig.3-6. The convex shapes of
the disks and their good representation by the Sersic formula (1) can be seen
well. The convex shape is not well enough prominent only in the case of M
33, in Fig.5b, because the used profile of Kent (1987) is obviously not deep
enough.
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Fig.3 Decomposition of the equivalentprofiles of the galaxies M 31
(a) and M 33 (b) bV data of de Vaucouleurs (1958, 1959b) in B band. The
solid curves represent the shapes of the bulge, disk and restored profile. The
dashed curves represent the fit of the whole profile with the polynomial (3).
The vertical lines represent the last used point of the bulge and the first used
point of the disk; the points between the vertical lines are not used in the
decomposition.
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Fig. 4 Decomposition of the major axis profiles (dots, solid lines)
and minor axis profile (circles, dashed lines) of the galaxies M 31 and M 33
by data of de Vaucouleurs (1958, 1959b) in B band. See also the caption of
Fig.3.
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Fig. 5 a) Decomposition of the East-west sections of M 31 (dots,
solid lines) and M 33 (circles, dashed lines) by data of de vaucouleurs
(l?59, 1959b); b) Decomposition of the major (iots, solid lines) and minor
(circles, dashed lines) axes profiles of the galaxy M 3l by data of Kent
(1987) in r band. For better comparison, the abscissa data of M 33 is
multiplied by factor of 3. See also the caption of Fig.3.

Fig. 6 Decomposition of the equivalent axis profiles of the galaxy M
31 by data of walterbos and Kennicutt (l9gg)' u; itr B band 1dots, sotid
11":9 1nd Rband (circles, dashed lines); b) in u band (dots, sohd Hnes) and
V band (circles, dashed lines). See also the caption of Fig.3.

The profiles of the LMC and SMC ut" prm"rt"d in Fig.7. The disk
parts of these galaxies are almost exponential, 

"rr"tt 
LMC shows concave

disk profile. we note that the LMC ii the galaxy with the largest apparent
size on the sky, which is the most difficuli ror surface photometry at low
brightness levels. In the cases of LMC and sMC, two 
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data are made - with decomposition into bulge and disk, and without, only
by fitting the whole profile by the Sersic formula (1). The results are very
close (see Parts 4 and 5).

yalent aenri-axis (aredeg) Equivalent

Fig. 7 Decompositions of equivalent profiles of the galaxies LMC
(a) and SMC (b) by data of de Vaucouleurs (1960). The dotted lines show
the fit of data by the Sersic formula (1) without decomposition.

Profiles of the SB galaxy M 83, as well as a model of the mass

density of the Milky Way, published by Freeman (1970) are presented in
Fig.8. The convex shape of the disk parts of the profiles is well represented.
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Fig. 8 Decomposition of the profiles of M 83 (a) and of the Milky
Way model (b), from the graphs published by Freeman (1970).

The decompositions shown in Figs.3-8 are used to derive the shape,
si e and magnitude parameters of the galaxies discussed in Parts 4 and 5.
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4. Results about the shape and size parameters
The results from the decompositions are presented on Table 2, as

follows. RMS is the standard error of the restored profile, N6 and Na are the
exponential numbers of the bulge and disk, respectively, Fo,r and ;ra,6 are Ihe
apparent central brightness of the bulge and disk, Ha is the scale si e of the
disk, log HolHu is the logarithm of the ratio of the scale si es of the disk and
the bulge, d25 is the estimated diameter of the disk profile ar25 magarcsec2,
obtained from the intrinsic profile, dzs,o is the diameter at the same level,
but obtained after preliminary subffaction of the galactic extinction from the
profile data and source in the referenced paper.

Table 2. Shape and si e parameters of the bulge and the disk
Galaxy Band RMS N6 N6 lh,u 1h,a H6 log tfu/H6 D25 D25,q SourceM3l B 0.11 0.32 1.75 14.72 21.65 52.8' 3.26 185.1 201.4 IM3t U 0.07 0.90 1.66 19.31 22.57 59.0' 2.01 194.8 220.5 2M31 B 0.05 0.64 1.57 17.95 22.07 54.2' 1.45 203.5 228.2 2M31 V 0.05 0.68 1.48 17.15 20.96 48.5' 1.32 235.9 245.9 2M31 R 0.04 0.44 1.58 14.98 20.46 52.3' 2.07 258.2 268.9 2M3l r 0.05 0.41 t.B2 15.12 21.16 53.7' 2.60 214.6 223.6 3M33 B 0.06 0.99 1.36 20.55 21.74 12.8' l.t4 57.5 59.8 4
M 33 r 0.02 0.93 1.01 15.80 20.48 8.8' 1.08 7l.g 73.7 3M31 B 0.12 0.52 1.75 17.13 22.17 53.8' 1.97 185.8 202.5 ta
M 3l B 0.16 0.24 1.30 9.29 21.87 11.5' 4.87 51.9 57.7 lb
M3l B 0.26 0.40 1.96 14.81 22.21 19.9' 2.51 64.2 69.4 lc
M 33 B 0.23 0.73 1.22 20.26 21.55 10.9' 1.32 56.4 58.8 4aM33 B 0.17 0.85 1.35 20.49 21.74 7.6' 0.92 34.6 36.0 4bM33 B 0.21 0.72 2.10 20.27 22.15 10.9' 1.09 34.5 35,5 4cLMC B 0.02 t.t6 0.92 20.84 21.48 81.0' 0.66 576.0 624.0 5LMC B 0.07 - 0.78 _ 21.02 54.0' _ 576.0 630.0 5dsMC B 0.03 1.10 1.25 20.24 21.64 45.0' 0.98 204.Q 234.0 5sMC B 0.10 - 0.99 _ 21.21 31.8' _ 228.0 240.0 5dM83 B 0.06 0.50 1.90 16.18 20.12 2,6' 1.90 11.3 tt.7 6

Milky Way - 0.61 1.78 9.9 kpc 1.68 6
Sources of data: 1 - de Vaucouleurs (1958); 2 - Walterbos and

Kennicutt (1988);
3 - Kent (1987); 4 - de Vaucouleurs (1959b); 5 - de Vaucouleurs

(1960); 6- Freeman (1970). The notations 'a','b' and 'c' correspond to the
photometry sections along the major axis, minor axis and the direction east-
west in the respective works, the notation 'd' corresponds to parameters,
derived without decomposition, as a result of fit of the whole profile by
means of (1).

Table 2 shows that the standard error (RMS) of the restored
equivalent profiles is small, while the photometry sections of M 31 and M
33 are significantlynoised. The errors of the derivedphotometryparameters
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of galaxies are due mainly to the data incompleteness and/or the errors of
the magnitude scale zero point. For this reason, the theoretical standard
deviations of the parameters, estimated only based on the application of the
MLS, is underestimated, but comparison of the results, obtained from
different data sets may give empiric error estimation.

The values of N6, Fo,r and log Ha/tlr depend strongly on the
completeness of the data about the central part of the galaxy and they show
significant differences (see also the discussion of Graham, 2001). The
estimations of the disk parameters N6 and po,a depend mainly on the
deepness of the profiles. In the cases of the most deep profiles - these along
the direction East-West for M 3l and M 33, we derive No =2, corresponding
to the Gaussian function. The disk size parameters - H6, D25, and D25,6 have
various estimations, too. In the cases of LMC and SMC, both methods, with
decomposition and with general fit only, show approximately exponential
disks and relatively high central brightness. In the case of the Milky wuy,
only the shape parameters Nu, Nc, Ha and log Ha/II6 are derived.

Table 2 contains numerous estimations of shape and size parameters
about M 31 and M 33 and gives possibilities for estimation of their mean
values and the standard elrors. The results are collected in Table 3 where the
notations of the parameters and the sources are the same as in Table 2.Inthe
greatest number of cases, the average of two estimations, using equivalent
profiles and major axis profiles, is given. For N6 and ps,6, suggesting that the
axis ratio of the bulge is just unit, we include in the estimation also the
profiles along the minor axes and the directions East-west, using all data of
de vaucouleurs (1958, 1959b). The mean values from the data of walterbos
and Kennicutt (1988) about M 31 are given for comparison.

Table 3. Mean values and errors of the shape and size parameters of
M 31 andM 33

Garaxv Band N_6 
.). # fi. # ^Ifr^ *7" D_25,6 source

M 31 B 0.37 1.75 13.99 21.91 53.3 2.62 185.4 202.0 1

0.12 0.10 3.32 0,37 tyo 0.90 0.3% 0.20/o
M 3l UBVR trend 1.57 trend trend 53.5 l.7l trend trend 2

M33 B o.r, i:l ,o'n ,i.uo it'; ti1l ,i.o ir.o 4
0.13 0.10 O.ls 0.13 rr% 0.13 t% t%

The estimation of the Nr of a distant galaxy depends strongly on the
resolution, the completeness of the dara, erc.In the cases of M3l and M33,
the most nearby spiral galaxies, these effects are not strongly revealed. The
data of Kent (1987) occur also close to the data of de vaucouleurs (1958)
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(Table 2). The error of the estimation of N6 ma/ be considered < 0.15.
However, the data of walterbos and Kennicuu (19gg) shows well
manifested trend - the value of Nu decreases from u band toward R band
from 0.9 to 0.4. obviously, in comparison with the R band, in the u band,
the bulge of M31 seems more truncated, with shape of the equivalent profile
near to exponential. Generally, the values of Nr for M3l und itt33 o., Tubl,
3 (as well as those of M83 and the Milky way on Table 2) correspond well
to the dependence "log nr - Hubble type,, and ..log n6 - log (llB;" of
Andredakis et al. (1995) and Graham (20-01) (n:larl u]ra nB is trre oist-to-
Pylq. luminosity ratio). Here, these values are'log (lNb) :0.43 +l_ 30o/o forM3l and log (1a{6): 0.09 +l- 25o/o for M33. Generalry,therelative error of
the values of log nb or log N6 may be considered,<30%o.

_ Generally,.the valug of No depends on the inclination of the galaxy -
the most convex shapes of the disks i visible in the cases of the idge-tn
galaxies (see f.e. Pohlen et al 2000). The value of Na depends also on the
deepness of the observation. Here the most convex profiles, with N6 = 2, are
visible in the cases of the miost deep observations - along the EW directionsof M 31 and M33 of de vaucouleurs (195g, 1959b). No significant
dependanse of Nd on the photometry band in walterboss and Kennicutt
(1988), but their mean value - Na :1.57 +l- 0.07 - is lower, then in the data
of de vaucouleurs (1958) - Nd : 1.75 +l- 0.10. Generally, the error in the
estimation of log N6 may be considered to be <lTyo.

The central bulge brightness th,r is very poorly defined, especially in
cases of small N6. our estimation of po,r ror u rt is very uncertain. In the;iff 5lil:"a;::.,:J;ff;:i,T#ilffis
angle on angle of tn" section. Here, for M3l and
M33 we obtain estimations with different uncertainties. The used material is
not sufficient for good estimation of the error of po,a, but we assume the
error to be <0.3 mag. The error of log H6/H6 seems'to be <30%o. Tabre 4
shows also that the scale length may be estimated within a standard error
<2vo andthe error of the diameters at low isophote levels is less - =lo/o.

5. Results about the total magnitudes
The estimations of the total magnitudes of the bulges, disks, the sum

of bulge plus disk, as well as the DlB rutio, may belerived from the
equivalent profiles only. The respective results are presented on Table 4, as
follows: m1- is the limiting surface brightness magnitude of the published
photometry data, m6,fii6 &fld fii1 oro the total -ugrrltod., of the bilge, disk
and the sum of the bulge and disk, estimated uy ttre formula (2), muo, mao
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and m16 are the same total magnitudes, but estimated upon extraction of the
respective foreground extinction, and log(DiB)m is the respective disk-to-
bulge luminosity ratio. The sources of data: the same as with Table 2.

Table 4. Magnitude parameters derived from the equivalent profiles
Galaxy Band m(lim) tr16 md rrrl
M 3l B 26.8 9.83 3.94 3.93
M 3l U 26.2 5.18 4.09 3.75
M 3l B 26.0 5.30 3.84 3.58
M 3l V 24,6 4,16 2.96 2.64
M 31 R 2s.4 4.82 2.30 2.20

24.2 6.55 2.95 2.91
2s.8 9.82 s.97 5,94
24.7 9.58 5.34 5.32
25.8 4.76 1.19 l.l5
25.3 6.54 3.01 2.98
23.8 11.97 7.42 7.41

IIIbO mAO III10

9.37 3.48 3.47
4.61 3.52 3.18
4.84 3.38 3.12
3,81 2.60 2.30
4.52 2.00 r.90
6.59 2.65 2.62
9.64 5.79 5.76
9.48 5.33 5.30
4.50 0.93 0.89
6.34 2.81 2.76

11.68 7.13 7.t2

M3l
M33
M33
LMC
SMC
M83

r
B
r
B
B
B

log(D/Bhs Source
2.36 1

0.44 2
0.58 2
0.48 2
1.01 2
r.57 3

1.54 4
1.66 3

1.43 5

1.42 5

1.82 6

Table 4 show that the total magnitudes of the bulges of M 31 and M
33, as well as the respective disk-to-bulge ratios are poorly derived. In the
case of disks, as well of total magnitudes when the contribution of the bulge
is small, the accordance of the results is better. In R-band, the different
deepness of the profiles and different photometry systems for M31 make the
total magnitudes much different.

The galaxy M31 has large apparent size and its photometry
investigations are very difficult. Here, we may compare the total magnitudes
and colours from some sources. According the LEDA, the data about M3l
are Br : 4.36 mag, (U-B)1 : 0.50 and (B-V)r : 0.92. Walterbos and
Kennicutt (1988), applying the "ll4 law model" for the bulge and
exponential model for the disk, derived from their equivalent profiles Br :
5.21mag, (U-B)r :0.34 and (B-V)r:0.74. Using the data of Walterbos and
Kennicutt (1988) and decomposing the profiles with optimal pollmomial
degrees, we obtain Br :3.58 mag, (U-B)r: 0.17 and (B-V)r : 0.94. The
large differences between total magnitudes and color indexes, derived from
the different data and methods underline again the problem with the
accurate photometry of M3l and M33. Our results in B and R bands are
collected in Table 5, where the notations aro the same as in Table 4.
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Table 5. Mean values and errors of the magnifude parameters of
M31 inB andRbands

Galaxy Band 
i, # #, #, log(D/B)16 sowce

M3l B 7.6s 3.89 3.76 3.30 1.47 7,2
3.20 0.07 0.25 0.25 1.26M3l R"r 5.68 2.62 2.56 2.26 t.Zg 2,3
1.22 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.40

Based on available data about M3r and M33, we consider the error
of the estimations of the total magnitudes of the disks or the whole galaxies
to be about 0.5 mag.

6. Conclusions
In the presented paper, we present the results about the photometry

parameters of nearby galaxies upon decomposition of their profiles intL
bulge and disk components, accounting for the convex shapJ of the disk
profiles. We should expect that this method does not overestimate the
central disk brightness and that it will provide for more real estimation of
the total disk brightness. Therefore, we must expect a hint of some ,,scaling
relations" between disk luminosity or size and its shape parameters.

x'ig. 9 comparison of the disk models of the galaxies. The solid
curves, from left to right, correspond to the galaxies sMC, LMC, M33 and
M31. The model of the Milky way disk, shifted arbitraily along the
ordinate axis is shown by dashed curve. The disk of the SB galaxy ivlgl,
modelled not accounting for the presence of bar, is shown by doited line.

m?O
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O
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os 22

+i
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The true shapes of the disks of the galaxies, included in the
presented work, are shown in Fig.9. we see that the disks of the giant
galaxies, M31 and the Milky Way, display well manifested convex shapes
(or depressed central brightness), while the disks of the dwarf galaxies SMC
and LMC display almost exponential shapes with high central brightness.
M33 is an expected intermediate case. However, we include M83 to show
lhat the situation is more complicated. The disk of M83, having
approximately the size of M33, seems to be very bright and very convex.
The reason may be in the fact, that the profile of the SB galaxy, M83 is
decomposed not accounting for the presence of bar.

Generally, the central brightness and the exponential number of the
disk shape seem to be potential photometric indicators of the galaxy's
gigantism. This conclusion should be confirmed or rejected based on rich
and uniform number of disk profiles.
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TIPEACTAB.f,HE HA I{3IIbKHANI4TE PMI,IANHI4
fIPO OI,IJII,I HA TAJIAKTTAqTUITE AI,ICKOBEIIPE3 OOPMYJIATA HA CEPCItrK:

IAJIAKTI,IKI,ITE M 31, M 33, LMC, SMC I,I M 33

Iteemou feopzuee

Pegropre

flpe4cranena e r,rreparrrB'a eAHoMepHa AeKoM[o3r,rquoHHa
rporleAypa 3a rrpo(br4Jrlr Ha raJraKruKlr B Ayxa Ha KopMeHAu (1g77) u e
lp[noxeHa za 6nuswr raJraKTr{Kr.r. KounoneHT}rre na 1wtgxa v A:grCKA Ce
MoAeJrr,rpar upes Soprvrynaralfla cepcnr (196s). cno6o4nnre rapaMerplr Ha
Mo,qena - rleHTpanHara rpKocr, uar\a6nusr pa3Mep u ofrrlrMaJrHr4rrr
EKCTIOHEHIII{AJIEH fIOKA3ATEJI _ CE IOJDTqABAT qpe3 I{TEPATI4BHA IPAAI/IE:fITHA
r]polleAypa. Torannnre 3Be3AHH BeJrr{rrHHr,r Ha AncKa v 1utlxa ce
rIoJrJAaBar qpe3 rrHcJreHo }rHTerplrpaHe. Mero4rr e llplrnoxeH 34
AeKOMIrO3rrr!]rfl Ha 22 rrydwrcynanz upo(fnrra Ha 6nugru faJraKTLrKr,r r4 3a
OIIEHKI,I HA IPEIIIK}ITE HA TEXHUTE NAPAMETPI{. HAUEPEU E HAMEK 3A
Kopenaqlrt Mex(Ay AI{CKOBI4' eKcrroHeHrlr,raJreH rroKa3areJr r{ rleHTpiurHara

'PKOCT 
HA Tr.'iCI(A OT EAHA CTPAHA I,I TOTANHATA CBET}IMOCT HA II{CKA OT

Apyra. ,{ucronere Ha roJIeMIaTe raJraKTr4xu - MneqHwr rrbr n M31 rroKa^rBar
I{3II6KHAIIKI NPOSZTTU C IOHIDI(EHA IIEHTPANHA SPKOCT, AOKATO AI,ICKOBETE HA
TAJIAKTI,IKI{TE A)KYA)ilCETA _ LMC Z SMC }IMAT IIOqTU EKCfIOHEHIIilA]I:fI]I-
npo(fznu c nprKoBe Ha rlenTprrJrHara rpKocr. fanaxrurcara M33 e
MexAr{HeH cnylaft.
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